We hire STARS!
Are you ready for CHALLENGE? PASSIONATE about serving your community? WILLING
to go extra mile? Join our ALL-STAR Team!
Bank Star has an extraordinary opportunity in all branches (Pacific, Hillsboro, and Sunset
Hills) for Universal Banker. As a Universal Banker, you will be able to develop and maintain
retail banking business of prospective and existing customers. In addition, you will be able
to provide a consistent and high-quality service for all banking customers by providing a
variety of service functions, including processing checking and savings deposits,
withdrawals, opening new accounts and initiating installment loan applications.
It does take some education and experience to join our team. Here are some requirements:

Associate Degree or 3 years’ experience in the banking
Computer Skills (Microsoft Office, inclusive of Word, Excel, PowerPoint, and
Outlook)
Superior communication skills
Stars for those with HORIZON/FIS core software
Because you are working in highly regulated environment, we are not willing to
sacrifice dependability, diplomacy, flexibility, discretion, judgment, and
confidentiality.

Why would you want to become a part of ALL STAR Team?
Bank Star is a community bank with a unique identity. We are committed to serving our
community and we are proud of our roots. Bank Star is focused on providing quality
customer service with a focus on two of our most valuable assets, our customers and our
employees.
We salute the loyalty and pride exhibited by employees who, through their careers at our
bank, have proven to be an important asset to the bank and community.
As a company, we are committed to provide our employees with a stable work environment
with an equal opportunity for learning, development and personal growth.
Bank Star continually supports and dynamically fosters community development. As such
we encourage our employees’ enthusiastic involvement in the civic organizations.

At Bank Star your thoughts, opinions and ideas are welcome. Attracting and retaining
talented individuals is critical to our success. We offer great working conditions and room
for growth. We encourage and reward employee productivity and creativity. As a result, our
employees have the opportunity to reach their fullest personal and professional growth.

Bank Star is only interested in hiring the best. If you are a professional and loyal
individual with integrity, look no further. We would like to talk to you!
To apply please send your resume to a.mesan@bank-star.com!
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